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My Story Questions
These questions/activities help the group know one another and transition to deeper discussion.
1) Do you go over the top adorning your home for a Holiday? What have you done?
2) Share your “Pits” and your “Praises” from this past week?

Study Questions
Complete these questions for your own personal preparation to lead, but choose only some to discuss.
Big Idea: A faith-filled community lives out the gospel where they live, work and play.

Warm up - Where is it easiest/hardest for you to live out the gospel - home, work or play?
Read Titus 2:1-10 We start by living the right belief.
1) Read the principle above for this section. How do you see it rise from the passage? What other general
principles can be learned and applied from this list of instructions. A principle is something that is true for all
people at all times in all situations.

2) In order to live the right belief, we must know the right belief. Read and discuss one statement from the list.
https://2rc.tv/whoweare/#beliefs How could we use these 10 statements of faith to mature in sound doctrine?

3) Believers are challenged to “adorn the doctrine of God” by the way they live. (Vs 10) Adornment makes
things attractive. Who do you know that makes the gospel attractive? What do they do?

4) What life stages have you experienced and which has been the most difficult time for you to follow Jesus?
Which has been the easiest?

5) Are there any specific instructions in these passages that are repeated more than others or that stand out to
you? How can you apply them?

6) Do the words imply that young women should only work in the home or that they should also work in the
home? Why do the words matter? How does context influence your application?

Read Titus 2:11-15 Grace guides us as we navigate life in God’s kingdom
7) How does the grace of God both motivate and empower us to live out the new life?

8) What is our part in putting off the old self and putting on the new and what is God’s part?

9) How does the hope of Christ's return make us more zealous for good works? (Hebrews 10:23-25)

We are confident in belonging to Jesus, dedicating ourselves to his purpose for us.
10) What is it that you are passionate about? How might Jesus want to use this passion to serve others?

11) Is there something new he has been stirring within you in this particular life stage?

Responding to Jesus
Offer one of these for personal reflection before your group prayer time. Practice listening for God’s voice.
1) Ask Jesus, “What purpose do you want to ignite or fan within me?”
2) Ask Jesus, “Are there areas where my actions don’t fully reflect biblical teachings? Help me change.”
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